
THE 6 MID-CENTURY FRIENDS 
WE ALL NEED IN OUR LIVES! 



Essential Home is always trying to amaze the entire world, and this 
time is no exception!
That’s why all our pieces can really make a statement in every 
environment, and still be timeless. Still didn’t understand what we 
are talking about? We will show you, because we know that a 
picture is worth a thousand words!
AAfter a long time designing, creating and loving new mid-century 
inspired products, Essential Home is ready to let go its little babies 
and let them find their own places!
They can be for sure the best solutions for every interior! Knowing 
that at least one of them will fulfill your life, we will let you know all 
the secrets about each one of them!

DDo you believe at love at first sight? Well, now it’s the best time to 
do it, because it will happen in a few seconds!

MID-CENTURY
MAKES A 
STATEMENT



CLASSIC 
MODERN DESIGN
Garbo is your perfect date for that dinner with a retro style!

A timeless modern dining chair, Garbo was drawn with a unique design, heavily 
influenced by the classic lines of mid-century modern design. It features a velvet 
upholstered seat with a removable cushion, completed by a crescent low back 
that is handmade in brass, finished in plated copper.



Florence Sofa is the one to count on at the end of an exhausting 
day. It will always be there to comfort you and make you feel better.
It comes as the perfect match for Florence Stool. With a 
cozy-looking body, Florence features a single seat cushion that 
curves into a rounded back, as well as two subtle rounded arms.
Oh… and even better, it can be customized to your preference to 
match your desired look.

FFlorence Table is the good-looking type, the one who’s there to 
complement you, to be your soulmate and of course the one you 
will always admire.
MMade to complement and flatter Florence Stool and Florence Sofa, 
in the most honest way, this center table features a custom 
Estremoz marble table top. The blue velvet upholstered body 
creates a rich contrast with the polished brass base, enhancing the 
juxtaposition of the two vibrant materials.
FFlorence is the perfect center table to use in elegant hotel common 
areas and lobbies, as well as in more private areas, such as your 
own modern living room.

CUSHIONS
FOR COMFORT



Hepburn is the one to party with, since it can be used as a drinks 
cabinet, sitting well in a modern home bar, or a private country club 
salon.
With a body handmade in walnut and two door handles made of 
polished brass, this mid-century modern cabinet stands out 
thanks to its leather upholstered applique at the bottom.

WALNUT WOOD
&LEATHER



Vincent is the good looking one, the one who you will fall in love in 
the blink of an eye!
A mid-century sideboard with an art deco inspiration, Vincent is a 
timeless example of good taste. With a white marble base and a 
body handmade in solid walnut, it is the amount of detail that went 
into building this mid-century credenza that make it unique.
TThis modern sideboard would look great in an art deco living room, 
as well as a modern dining room with a classic twist.

SOLID WALNUT
&BRASS



We know that you are already overwhelmed, but we couldn’t just 
stop there, we needed something… Something to complement 
every one of our pieces, so we entered the world of homeware! 
Meet Palm&Twist, our tropical vintage twist! An amazing 
wallpaper, to deepen your relationship with your own house! This 
amazing oasis promises to brighten up your life even more.

TROPICAL
VINTAGE
TWIST



Essential Home is an innovative mid-century modern furniture 
brand that takes important historical and cinematographic 
references from the 1930s and 1960s and turns them into unique 
furnishing pieces. What started out as ‘Essentials’ in 2015, a 
furniture collection by the mid-century lighting brand DelightFULL, 
quickly grew to be one of the most elegant representations of 
mid-century modern design, thus creating a new name, and a new 
brbrand, Essential Home. 

“Soon we understood that this collection had a life of its own. 
Essential Home’ eclectic style inspired us to create more and 
more. We could no longer keep it inside doors,” said one of the 
designers involved in the creation of Essential Home. 

Essential Home is currently based in Porto, Portugal, but its 
alluring designs are present in the most important interior design 
centers around the world, including London, Paris and New York.
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